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been built and ke8t8d in whioh thorium fission is

of fast neuiron6. At first a large background

fission rate was observed when the chamber wws irradiated by slow neutrons.

This back~round was shown to be largely a pho%ofissioc effeat produced by

@mma rays whioh were emitted when the materials of and around the oounter

captured slow neutrons. Iron, ooppor, and oadmium

offonders. For a particular counter an 83-giniron

appear to be the worst

cylinder plaoed around

the counter multiplied the background by f’iveo A similar copper cylinder

raised the background by a factor of 3030

With a suitable arrangement and choioe of materials, it was possible

to build a counter which had an efficiency cf about 2 x 10+ for fast

neutrons (E> 1.2 ?JV)yet gave a background fission rate of but 0.5 oounts

per minute when in a slow neutron flux, nv-107~

I
r.
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THE USX’OF TRORIUM AS A T!IRESHOLDDETECTOR FOR FAST NEUTRONS

Since the thorium,fission threshold appears to occur in the neighbor-

hood of 1.2 MV neutron energy, a thorium fission chamber might have many

applications foq the detection of fast neutrons in the presence of Iargo

numbers of slow and thermal neutrons.

.

●

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

The first chamber constructed consisted of three interleaved Pt
\

cylinders ooatod with 1 mg~cmz of Th02, and was tested in the presence of a

slow neutron flu”x nv~107. An unexpectedly high background fission oount-

ing rate (0.2 co~nt per see) was observed. If this background mwzsproduced .

by the slow neutrons themselves, thorium would be almost useless as a threshold

detector for fas% neutrons. Hence test’shave been conducted with the object

of locating and eliminating this background fission rate.

Several hypotheses could account for the background rate:

(A) fas% neutrons were present from the source,

(B) alphas or gtmmas were piling up to give large pulses,

(C) tho~ium does not have a sharp threshold at 102 MVbut simplyan

exponentially decreasing cross sections

(D) the’Th02was contaminated with small amounts of 25,

(E) some isotope of thorium (RdTh, Ionium, or 09) is a slow-neutron

fissionablematerial and present in small amounts,

(F) pho!tofissionof thoriumis produced by the photons frornthe target

or by photons e@.tted when slow neutrons are captured in the vicinity of the

counter. I
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As a neutron source thick lithium metal was bombarded by

analyzed 2.0 W pk~tons whioh had beem aoo~ rated by a pressure

magnetically

Van de Graaff.

The maximum energ’yof the neutrons from the tzrget is 0.26 W, but a small

deuteron oomponeht hitting in the analyzer oan give $ast neutrons from the

C +-D and D + D reactions. These fast neutrons were shown to be negligible

by the following tests:

1. The mhgnet current was raised and lowered so that the proton beam

was just off the karget (the effect on the deuteron beams is slight). In each

case the background fissions disappeared.

2. The slowing-downmaterial around the counter (15 cm radius sphere

of paraffin) was removed. This reduced the background rate by a factor of six.
1

3. The proton energy was set below the threshold value for the pro-
@

duction of neutrons from Li7(pn)Be7 reaction. The background rate was then cut

●

to +.02 counts per second (i.e. bya factor of ten).

Thus hypothesis A is exoluded.

Hypothesi~ B was excluded by observing visually the alphas on an oscillo-

scope. Manymorelsmall pulses (source unknown) are present when the ohamber is

irradiated by slot neutrons but the individual pulses were still observable on

the oscilloscope dnd there was no piling up to give large pulses. The pulses

were very sharp since the voltage between cylinders was 2000 and the distince

between adjacent oylinders was 3 mm. The calculated capaoity of the counter

was 5 mmfd. and with the 5-megohm grid resistor this gives a CR of 2.5 x 10-5

●

●

sec. resolving tinle. The small $eparation of the

strongly against qlpha pulses but did not greatly

pulses.

cylinders discriminated

affect the size of the fission
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Hypothesis C is inconsistentwith the reduoti.onof background which

oocurs when the slowing-downmaterial is removed.

The klow-neutron flux inside the chamber was calibrated by using a

known amount of uranium (0.2&gm.) on the aylinders instead of the thorium

coating. It was then calculated that the previous thorium coating would have

to halve75 parts per million (ppm) of uranium if hypothesis B was to be tenable.

However, the thorium oxide had been oarefully purified by the ether extraction

method by S.’1. Weisman. This extraction teohnique has been ohecked by adding

small knowfi!amountsof uranium and was also checked by a sens~$ive fluorescent
1)

technique capable of detecting 2 or 3 ppm of uranium. The test was extended

by Weissman rindDuffield until they conoluded that the repurified thorium

contained less than 0.04 ppm of uranium. (Ordinary Eimer and Amend thorium

nitrate contains S-10

thorium wis toughly a

fission background.

If hypothesis

ppm of uranium). Hence uranium contamination of the

faotor of 2000 too low to explain the observed slow-neutron

E is assumed and i-fRdTh is the offender it would have to

have a fantasticallyhigh cross seotion since its half life is but 2.02 years.

Ionium (’& s~6.9 x 104 years) has a long enough half life to account for the

background provided (a) that it is a slow-neutron fissionable material.,and (b)

that the thofiium‘wasextracted from ores containing several percent of uranium.

Condition (b] is quite probable but the known evidence
2)

is against (a). If the

unknown isotope 09 were a slow-neutron fissionable substanae, and if it were

present as 0J5 ppm of ordinary thorium it would account for the observed baok-
1

ground. 09 ~s an even number of protons and an odd number of neutrons similar

to the other [twoknown slow-neutron fissionable substances, 25 and 49, so if it

1) S.1. Wei$srnanand R.F. Duffield, L. A. 15
2} Jentsehke, Prankl, and Hernegger, S. B. Akad. VViss.Wien. Abt IIa, 151, p. 147-

157, 19Mo
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might expect it to undergo slow-neutron fission, Also

that 09 bears the same relationship to 02 that 25 does

noteworthy

to 28.

Since 28 and 02 l’@vesuoh similar fission Characteristics,one might expeot

the same for 25 akd 09. Hence it is conceivable that part of tho fission

background oould be caused by this unknown isotope. However, as we shall see

below most of the background can be explained by hypothesis F.
●

Tho below-thresholdvoltage test described earlier indicated that less

than 10% of the bhokground oould be photofission effect of the 17 MV gammas from

the Li target. Hence if the rest of the background is to be attributed to

photofission, it would have to be caused by the photons emitted when slow

neutrons are cap@red in the vicinity of the counter. The binding energy of

● a neutron my be 2-10 W so that quite energetio gammas are possible if’the

energy is a13 concentrated in one photon. The first evidence that the slow-
.

neutron back~rounq effect was in reality a photofission effect was the fact

that surrounding the oounter with cadmium gave quite different results than

surrounding the chamber with pyrex glass or boron oarbide. The cadmium cover.

cut the slow-neutron flux in the chamber (as measured by the aotivity of a

copper wire in th+ oenter of the oounter) by a faotor of ten, but reduced the

background fissions by less than a factor of two. However, when the chamber

I

was surrounded bytpyrex glass the slow-neutron flux and background fissions
1“

were eaoh reduced~by a factor of 3. The difference between the

and the boron effbct may be attributed to the dii’ferencein the

omitted when cadmium and boron oapture slow neutrons. Kikuchi,

3)
Aoki (KHA) report that cadmium upon slow-neutron;oaptureseems

oadmium effect

gamma rays

Hu8ini, and

to give off

both soft gamma rays (2 MV) and hard gamma rays of 10 W energy. Since 10 IAV

b

.

3) S. Kikuchi, K* Husini, and A: Aoki, Proc. P.X.S.J., 18, 192, 1936.

I
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is well above the photofission threshold (*6MV) the gamma rays could contribute

to the observed background fissions. Boron, however, has no known gammas of’

energy greater than 440 KV and hence could not give a photofission effect. These

observations indioate that photons emitted after slow-neutron capture by materials

of the counter could acoount for muoh of the observed fission background.

The first counter was constructed ohiefly of brass so its effect was

tested by placing additional amounts of brass about the oounter. A larger back-

ground resu’lted. Hence a new counter was constructed of pure aluminum since a

similar preliminary test showed no effect from extra aluminum around the chamber.

Also the ratio of the aluminum to brass cross seotions for gamma-ray excitation

by slonrneuironcapture is 1/18.
3)

Thetnew aluminum counter with seven concentric cylinders oontained

approximately ten times as much thorium. Hence it was easier to detect small

uhanges in background fission rate. A 25 fission ohambcr was located in

paraffin to~~otlit~r the slow neutron flux, and the brass target tube was

replaced by;an aluminum tube.

the

also

These changes reduced slightly the background fission rate although the

amount of thorium had been inoreased by a i%otor of ten. The effeot of various

materials on the fissi,onbackground was then tested by surrounding the oounter

with a oylinder of the substance in question. A 83 gm uopper cylinder increased

the background fission rate by 3.3. A similar 83 gm iron cylinder multiplied

the baakgro~nd fissions by 5. One hundred seventy grams of aluminum piled around

the counteriincreasedthe background by less than 1.5.

TheAe results are oom~tible with the &amma ray energies and cross seotions

for gamma ray excitation by slow neutrons reported by KHA? For aluminum they

find the gaqma ray energy to be 4.05 ~ 0.29 MV (presumably too low to produce
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photoftssion)ahd the cross secticxnto be 0.18 ~ 0.18 barns. Copper and iron

have roughly eighteen timesas largea moss section (~cu= 209 ~ Oo8,~Fe =

3.1 ~ 9.4), and the gamma ray energy is reported as 60,6~ 0.24 W from iron,

and 6.15 ~ 0.36 W from copper, which energies oertainly should be sufficient

to produce photofission. It is also noteworthy that KHA reporttht fw bo*

iron and oopper there is some evidence of the existence of hard gammas, E > 10 W.
&

The larger background effect from the iron may perhaps be attributed to a larger
;

,.
number of the higher-energy gammas.

The borb~ tests were repeated with the new counter and monitor arrange-
.-

ment and with ~c~ better boron shielding of the counter. The slow-neutron

,:
flux, as measur6~ by the monitor in the paraffin, was halved, while the flux

i
inside the counte,r itself (measured by the activity of a copper wire) deoreased

by a faator of 8$. At the same time the background fissions were reduced by a

II
faotor of 215/5~., Uence we may calculate the fraction of the background effect

,!
attributable to ‘t$eslow-neutron flux in the counter itself. Let f be the

fraction of the background fissions which are produoed
.,

in the materials of the oounter itself. Then

,.
50/215= (f/3%) + (1 - f)/2

Ii

and f = 0.57. He$ce approximately half the background
*

bya slow-neutron effect

effeat

attributable to IBjow-neutroneffects external to the counter.

external +0 the
p~
unter consisted ohiefly of the 15 cm radius

.

its sheet-iron oontainer and stand, and the brass housin~s of

for the monitor and fission chanber.

could still be

The materials

sphere of paraffin!

the

In a new Oounter design these external background sources

preamplifiers

were minimized

by using aluminum-shielded leads 50 on long from the clambers to the preamplifiers,

and by replacing the paraffin and iron container by a composition container

~[
~
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filled with water. The new

the oylinders in particular
.s

counter (Fig. 1) also oontained less material and

were coated with but 1/15 the mass of thorium used

in the previous cotiter. Also a thin Li target was used to avoi’dany effect
#i

from the 17 MV ganmyasooming from the 440 XV resonanoe. For the new arrangement
~.

the background was~educed by a factor of somewhat greater than 30. Sinco a

faotor of 15

other faotor

attributable

,.
:

was ~q be expeoted beoause of the smaller amount of %horium, the

may b$ taken as evidence that most of the background effeat

to S1;W neutrons external to the counter had been eliminated.
,

In the fi&zl arrangement, the oounter had an effioienoy for oounting
.

fast neutrons (E? ~1.2MV) froma souroe in the center of the oounter of

approximately 2 x~~O-6. This counter had three layers of Th02 mating (3.5mg/
‘?

cm2) and in a th&%al neutron flux of nv~107 it gave a background fission4
,

rate of 0.5 oounts‘yewminute.

1
‘1

‘1

..
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